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Abstract. Language change is considered as a transition of a user pop-
ulation among languages. Language dynamics equations represent such
a transition of population. Our purpose in this paper is to develop a new
formalism of language dynamics based on a realistic situation of multiple
language contact. We assume a situation where memoryless learners are
exposed to a number of languages. Our experiments show that contact
with other language speakers during the acquisition of a first language
reduces learning accuracy and prevents the emergence of a dominant lan-
guage. We suppose there is a special communicative language which has
a higher similarity to some languages than others; when learners are fre-
quently exposed to a variety of languages, these similar languages attract
a relatively higher proportion of the population. We discuss the simula-
tion results from the viewpoint of the language bioprogram hypothesis.

1 Introduction

In general, all human beings can learn any human language in their first lan-
guage acquisition. One of the functions of language use is to communicate with
others. In the work described here we investigate situations in which learners are
exposed to more than one language. We make the assumption that the language
learners come to acquire one of the languages that is optimal for communica-
tion, which would vary according to the environment. It is postulated that the
most preferable language in the community would eventually survive and be-
come dominant in competition with other languages, depending on how large a
proportion of the people speak it. Accordingly, language change can be repre-
sented by population dynamics, examples of which include an agent-based model
of language acquisition proposed by Briscoe et al. [1] and a mathematical frame-
work by Nowak et al. [2], who elegantly presented an evolutionary dynamics
of grammar acquisition in a differential equation, called the language dynamics
equation.
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One of the main factors of language change can be considered as the in-
teraction between different language groups [3]. Introducing this factor to the
language dynamics equation, we can provide a more realistic situation for lan-
guage change than the existing language dynamics model. Thus, our purpose of
this study is to develop a new formalism of language dynamics which deals with
language contact among some number of languages, and then to investigate the
relationship between the language contact and language change.

For representing the first language acquisition, two extreme learning algo-
rithms have been proposed, called memoryless and batch learning algorithms
[7]. Both memoryless and batch learners receive training examples as language
input. While the batch learners guess a grammar after hearing a batch of lan-
guage input, the memoryless learners do not need to store training examples for
learning, changing their assumption of grammar whenever they receive an input
that is inconsistent with their assumption. Komarova et al. [4] adopted those two
kinds of learners into their model, comparing conditions of the two models for
the emergence of a dominant language. In this paper, introducing a new transi-
tion probability for a memoryless learner exposed to a variety of languages, we
compare the behavior of the dynamics with that of Komarova et al. [4].

Thus far, we have revised the model of Nowak et al. [2] in order to study
the emergence of creole [5] in the context of population dynamics [6]. For the
purpose of modeling the process of creolization, we claimed that infants during
language acquisition had contact not only with their parents but also with other
language speakers. To meet this condition, we revised the transition probabil-
ity between languages to be sensitive to the distribution of languages in the
population at each generation. A new control parameter, the exposure rate, is
introduced to determine the degree of influence from other languages during ac-
quisition. Namely, focusing on language learners, we have given a more precise
environment of language acquisition than Nowak et al. [2]. In other words, in-
troducing the exposure rate, we have regarded their model as a specific case of
ours in language acquisition. Therefore, these revisions enable us to deal not only
with the emergence of creole but also with other phenomena of language change.
We investigate the relationship between the exposure rate and the emergence of
a dominant language.

In Section 2, we propose a modified language dynamics equation and a new
transition matrix for the memoryless learning algorithm. We describe our exper-
iments in Section 3. We discuss the experimental results in Section 4. Finally,
we conclude this paper in Section 5.

2 Learning Accuracy of Memoryless Learners

2.1 Outline of the Language Dynamics Equation

In this section, we explain the outline of the language dynamics equation pro-
posed by Nowak et al. [2]. In their model, based on the principles of a universal
grammar, the search space for candidate grammars is assumed to be finite, that
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is {G1, . . . , Gn}3. The language dynamics equation is given by the following
differential equations:

dxi

dt
=

n∑
j=1

xjfjQji − φxi (i = 1, . . . , n), (1)

where

xi : the proportion of the population that speak Gi, where
∑n

j=1 xj = 1,
Q = {Qij} : the transition probability between grammars that a child of Gi

speaker comes to acquire Gj ,
fi : fitness of Gi, which determines the number of children individuals reproduce,

where fi =
∑n

j=1(sij + sji)xj/2,
S = {sij} : the similarity between languages, which denotes the probability that

a Gi speaker utters a sentence consistent with Gj , and
φ : the average fitness or grammatical coherence of the population, where φ =∑

i xifi.

The language dynamics equations are mainly composed of (i) the similarity
between languages given by the matrix S = {sij} and (ii) the probability that
children fail to acquire their parental languages by the matrix Q = {Qij}.

As a similarity matrix, in this paper, we mainly deal with a special case such
that:

sii = 1, sij = a (i �= j) , (2)

where 0 ≤ a ≤ 1. In accordance, the transition probability comes to:

Qii = q, Qij =
1 − q

n − 1
(i �= j) , (3)

where q is the probability of learning the correct grammar or the learning accu-
racy of grammar acquisition. The accuracy of language acquisition depends on
the search space {G1, . . . , Gn}, the learning algorithm, and the number of input
sentences, w, during language acquisition.

2.2 Modified Language Dynamics Equation

In a situation of language contact, a child may learn a language not only from his
parents but also from other language speakers who speak a different language
from his parental one. In order to incorporate this possibility in a language
dynamics equation, we divide the language input into two categories; one is
from the parents and the other is from other language speakers. We name the
ratio of the latter to the former an exposure rate α. This α is subdivided into
smaller ratios corresponding to the distribution of all language speakers. An
example distribution of languages is shown in Fig. 1. Suppose a child has parents
who speak Gp, he receives input sentences from Gp on the percentage of the
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Fig. 1. The exposure rate α

shaded part, αxp + (1− α), and from non-parental languages Gj (j �= p) on the
percentage, αxj .

Introducing the exposure rate α, we can represent the proportion of each lan-
guage to which a child is exposed during the acquisition period. Hence, assuming
a total number of sentences for language acquisition, we can calculate the num-
ber of sentences the child hears for each language. We make the assumption that
the language input is all in sentential form. Here, let us consider a probability
of accepting with a grammar a sentence that a learner receives. If the learner
presuming Gj hears a sentence only from one teacher speaking Gi, an element
sij in the S matrix predefines the probability of accepting a sentence derived
from Gi with Gj . In another case that the learner whose parents speak Gp is
exposed to a number of languages, the learner presuming Gj accepts a sentence
with such a probability, Upj , that:

Upj = α

n∑
k=1

skjxk + (1 − α)spj . (4)

For the special case where Eqn (2) is assumed, it is transformed to:

Upj =
{

1 − α(1 − a)(1 − xj) (p = j)
a + α(1 − a)xj (p �= j) . (5)

When a learning algorithm is expanded to allow language learners to be ex-
posed to a number of languages, the matrix U = {Uij} corresponds to S = {sij}
in terms of a probability of accepting a sentence with a learner’s grammar. Then,
the Q matrix depends on the U matrix and the U matrix on the distribution
of languages in the population, X = {xi}. Since the distribution of population
changes in time, the Q matrix comes to include a time parameter t, that is, Q
is redefined as Q(t) = {Qij(t)}. Thus, the new language dynamics equation is
expressed by:

dxi(t)
dt

=
n∑

j=1

xj(t)fj(t)Qji(t) − φ(t)xi(t) (i = 1, . . . , n). (6)

We call it the modified language dynamics equation.
3 In this paper we assume that a grammar is equivalent to a language.
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2.3 Memoryless Learning Algorithm

Niyogi [7] presented two extreme learning algorithms called the batch learning
algorithm and the memoryless learning algorithm, in which the former is consid-
ered as the most sophisticated algorithm within a range of reasonable possibili-
ties, and the latter as the simplest mechanism. Because the memoryless learning
algorithm is easy to remodel with our proposal, we will use it and compare the
behavior of the dynamics with that of Komarova et al. [4]. In this section, we
explain the learning accuracy of the memoryless learning algorithm, which is
derived from a Markov process.

The memoryless learning algorithm describes the interaction between a child
learner and language speakers, who are assumed to speak one language each.
Namely, the learner hears a set of sentences in a particular language during
the acquisition period. The learner starts presuming a grammar by randomly
choosing one of the n grammars as an initial state. When the learner hears a
sentence from the teacher, he tries to apply his temporary grammar to accept
it. If the sentence is consistent with the learner’s grammar, no action is taken;
otherwise the learner changes his hypothesis about the grammar to the next one
randomly picked up from the other grammars. This series of learning is repeated
until the learner receives w sentences.

If we consider only one teacher (the learner’s parent), the learner hears only
one language. In this case, the algorithm is presented by the following expres-
sions. Let us consider a probability distribution of grammar acquisition, denoted
by p(w) = (p1, . . . , pn)T 4, where pi represents a probability that the learner ac-
quires the i-th grammar after hearing w sentences. The initial probability dis-
tribution of the learner is uniform:

p(0) = (1/n, . . . , 1/n)T , (7)

i.e., each of the grammars has the same chance to be picked at the initial state. If
the teacher’s grammar is Gk and the child hears a sentence from the teacher, the
transition process from Gi to Gj in the child’s mind is expressed by a Markov
process with such a transition matrix M(k) that:

M(k)ij =

{
ski (i = j)

1 − ski

n − 1
(i �= j)

. (8)

After receiving w sentences, the child will acquire a grammar with a probability
distribution p(w). Therefore, the probability that a child of a Gi speaker acquires
Gj after w sentences is expressed by:

Qij = [(p(0))T M(i)w]j . (9)

The transition probability of the memoryless learning algorithm depends
on the S matrix. For instance, if the condition of Eqn (2) is satisfied, the off-
diagonal elements of the Q matrix are also equal to each other, and Eqn (3)
4 AT denotes the transposed matrix of A.
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holds. Therefore, q = Qii (i = 1, . . . , n) is derived as follows:

q = 1 −
(

1 − 1 − a

n − 1

)w
n − 1

n
. (10)

This is the learning accuracy of memoryless learners, the probability of learning
the correct grammar.

Once a memoryless learner achieves his parental grammar, he will never
change his hypothesis. Suppose there exist only two grammars, then the mem-
oryless learner has two states in a Markov process, that is, a state for the hy-
pothesis of his parental grammar, Gparent, and a state for the other grammar,
Gother. The transition probability between the states is expressed by a Markov
matrix M = {mij} such that (See Fig. 2(a) as the corresponding state transition
diagram):

M =
(

1 0
1 − a a

)
, (11)

where

m11: the probability that a child who correctly guesses his parental grammar
maintains the same grammar,

m12: the probability that a child who correctly guesses his parental grammar
changes his presumed grammar to another,

m21: the probability that a child whose grammar is different from his parents’
comes to presume his parental grammar, and

m22: the probability that a child whose grammar is different from his parents’
keeps the same grammar by accepting a sentence5.

Komarova et al. [4] have analyzed the language dynamics equation Eqn (1),
and deduced the following results: (i) When the learning accuracy is high enough,
most of the people use the same language, that is, there exists a dominant
language. Otherwise, all languages appear at roughly similar frequencies. (ii)
The learning accuracy is calculated from a learning algorithm. Receiving input
sentences, a memoryless learner enhances his learning accuracy.

2.4 Memoryless Learners Exposed to a Number of Languages

We define a transition matrix, Q(t) = {Qij(t)}, of memoryless learners exposed
to a number of languages during the acquisition period. For a child whose parents
speak Gp, the transition matrix of a Markov process is defined by:

M(p)ij =

{
Upi (i = j)

1 − Upi

n − 1
(i �= j)

. (12)

5 If the memoryless learner is able to choose the refused grammar again with a uniform
probability when he failed to accept the sentence, the Markov matrix is replaced by:

M =

(
1 0

(1 − a)/2 a + (1 − a)/2

)
.
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Gparent Gother

m11 m22

m21

(a) The case in which a child hears
sentences only from his parents

Gparent Gother

m11

m12

m22

m21

(b) The case in which a child hears
sentences in a number of languages

Fig. 2. Markov processes for the memoryless learning algorithm

The learning accuracy is derived by substituting Eqn (12) for Eqn (9) instead of
Eqn (8). Because Uij varies according to the distribution of population of gram-
mars, even in the special case where Eqn (2) is satisfied the learning accuracy of
each grammar is different from each other6. In other words, there are n values
of the learning accuracy for each grammar. The Markov matrix in Eqn (12) be-
comes equivalent to Eqn (8) at α = 0. Thus, the transition probability with the
exposure rate α is regarded as a natural extension of that of Komarova et al. [4].

For a learner exposed to a variety of languages, the most important difference
from a non-exposed learner is that even when the learner presumes his parental
grammar Gp, a received sentence may not be accepted by the grammar with the
probability 1 − Upp. In this case he chooses one of the non-parental grammars
randomly with a uniform probability. In a two-grammars case, for example, the
Markov matrix of this process is expressed by the following equation:

M(p) =
(

Up1 1 − Up1

1 − Up2 Up2

)
. (13)

We show in Fig. 2(b) the corresponding state transition diagram of a memoryless
learner exposed to a number of languages, which differs from Fig. 2(a) in that
for learners at a state Gp it is possible to move to another state.

In the next section, we examine how a memoryless learner is influenced by
a variety of languages, and how a dominant language appears dependent on
the initial conditions. Especially, we will look into the relationship between the
exposure rate and the occurrence of a dominant language.

6 For example, suppose there are two grammars, G1 and G2, and the number of input
sentences is w = 1. Then, the learning accuracy of G1 is q11 = 1−a/2−α(1−a)(1−
x1 + x2)/2, while q22 = 1 − a/2 − α(1 − a)(1 + x1 − x2)/2 for G2. When α = 0,
q11 = q22.
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3 Experiments

In this section, we show that the behavior of our model with the memoryless
learning algorithm depends on the exposure rate α. We set the number of gram-
mars, n = 10, throughout the experiments. Firstly, comparing the dynamics of
the model with that of Komarova et al. [4], we examine how the exposure rate
α works in our model. Secondly, we observe the behavior of the dynamics, when
we suppose there is a communicative language which has a higher similarity to
some languages than others have. We take the term communicative language
to mean a special language, the speakers of which can communicate with other
language speakers more easily than speakers of those languages which are not
termed communicative. This is reflected in the similarity between the special
language and other languages.

3.1 Exposure and Learning Accuracy

In this section, we compare the behavior of our model with analytical solutions
of Komarova et al. [4], and with the behavior of their model by memoryless
learners, which is equivalent to that of our model at α = 0. We set the similarity
between two languages, a = 0.1 in Eqn (2), and the number of input sentences
w within the range from 10 to 50.

Komarova et al. [4] have analytically solved Eqn (1) for which Eqn (2) and
Eqn (3) are substituted. The solutions of the model are derived by setting an
arbitrary initial condition of the distribution of population, affected by the learn-
ing accuracy. We show in Fig. 3 the proportion of the population that speak the
most prevalent grammar in the community, x̂, versus the learning accuracy, q,
by which children correctly acquire the grammar of their parents.
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Fig. 3. Analytical solutions of Eqn (1) with Eqn (2) and Eqn (3) (n = 10, a = 0.1)

There are two types of solutions; one is that only one of the grammars attracts
a certain proportion of the population whereas the others are given the rest
divided equally. Which of the languages would be dominant depends on the
initial condition. The other is that the solutions take the uniform distribution
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among grammars. Therefore, there are two thresholds, q1 and q2, in terms of
the learning accuracy. When q < q1, the population of each language would be
uniform. When q > q2, there would be one prevalent language in the community.
Thus, q1 is the necessary condition for the existence of a prevalent language and
q2 is the sufficient condition. When q1 < q < q2, the supremacy of one language
depends on the initial distribution of the population.

Here, we examined our model with memoryless learners at α = 0, which
is equivalent to that of Komarova et al. [4]. Because the learning accuracy, q,
depends on the number of input sentences, w, the q − x̂ relation is discretely
represented by integer numbers of w. At α = 0, the relation must be identified
with the analytical solutions, depicted in Fig. 3. The result is shown in Fig. 4(a),
in which a cross (×) denotes the q− x̂ relation for a given w, and dotted lines are
that of analytical solutions (copied from Fig. 3). As the result, we observed that
the q − x̂ relation of the model with memoryless learners exactly corresponds to
that of the analytical solutions.
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Fig. 4. Solutions by memoryless learning (a = 0.1, w = 10, . . . , 50)

Next, we experimented with different values of α in the memoryless learning
by w. In our model, although the transition probability Qij(t) varies depending
on the distribution of the population by language at each generation, the value
of Qij(t) becomes stable as the distribution of the population approaches to the
solution, and vice versa. Therefore, we can observe the q− x̂ relation as well. We
expected that because of the variable transition matrix Q(t), the q − x̂ relation
underwent a change from that of the base model along with the increase of α.
However, as is shown in Fig. 4(b) where α = 0.12, the relation becomes the
same as the one in Fig. 3. Instead, we can easily observe that the increase of α
produces a deterioration in q in regard to w. Additionally, the solutions of q seem
to be separated into two groups. We drew the graph with several patterns of the
initial distribution of population. As a result, some values of α seem to derive a
bifurcation of q values which depend on the initial population distribution.
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In order to observe the influence of α on q, we show α− q relation in Fig. 5,
where two lines are represented for each of w = 10 and 50. The number of q values
is determined according to α. At w = 50, when α is between the dashed lines in
the figure, there exist two solutions of q which depend on the initial distribution
of population. Accordingly, two solutions of x̂ are derived at α = 0.12 and
w = 50, as shown in Fig. 4(b). Although the α− q relation varies along with w,
the learning accuracy, q, monotonously decreases depending on α, in common
with any w. Therefore, the increase of α produces a deterioration of q in regard
to a common value of w.
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Fig. 5. Exposure rate α versus learning accuracy q (w = 10, 50)

In our model, q varies from generation to generation, while Komarova et al.
[4] gave a constant value to q fixed by a learning algorithm. We showed that q
would be stable for given α and thus x also would be stable. Apparently q − x
relation is similar to that of the analytical solutions, regardless of the exposure
rate. At this stage, we may well conclude that the increase of α would just
decrease the accuracy of learning, and would not affect q − x relation, when the
algorithm is memoryless and the language similarity is uniform.

3.2 Communicative Language

In the previous section, assuming a set of languages with a uniform similarity
matrix, we succeeded in observing the characteristic behaviors of our model. To-
ward the investigation of the model with the general case of a similarity matrix,
that is nonuniform, we consider to introduce a special communicative language,
the speakers of which are easier to communicate with people speaking other
languages than the others.

In terms of similarity, the special language, say G1, has a higher similarity
with a subset of languages, say G2 and G3, than the rest. Namely, the S matrix
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is expressed by:

S =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

1 b b
b 1 a
b a 1

a

a . . .
1

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (14)

where 0 ≤ a < b ≤ 1. We set a = 0.1 and b = 0.5 in the following experiments.
Accordingly, languages are classified into three categories in terms of similarity.
For simplicity, we call them LT1, LT2 and LT3, which respectively contain the
communicative language (G1), the similar languages to G1 (G2 and G3) and the
others (G4 . . . G10).

In order to observe how the exposure of children to a number of languages
affects the most prevalent language, we draw diagrams of the proportion of the
population that speak the most prevalent language, x̂, versus the number of in-
put sentences, w, at particular points of α (see Fig. 6). Although which language
obtains the highest population depends on the initial distribution of the popu-
lation, the proportion of the population speaking the most prevalent language is
determined by its language type. For example, when the number of input sen-
tences is wd = 8 in Fig. 6(a), only G1 or one of languages belonging to LT3 can
be the most prevalent language, while none of LT2 can be predominant. When
G1 obtains the corresponding population speaking the most used language, that
is x̂, the rest of the languages {G2, . . . G10} share the rest of the population
proportion, that is 1 − x̂.
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Fig. 6. Number of input sentences, w, versus the proportion of the population that
speak the most prevalent language, x̂

In Fig. 6(a), we can see that the greater the number of input sentences is, the
higher the population proportion of the most prevalent language exists in stable
generations. Although the most prevalent language is spoken by the most of
population, the proportion of the population depends on which of the language
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types the language belongs to. There are three kinds of w − x̂ relation in the
figure, which correspond to the type of the language (LTi). Note that in Fig. 6(a),
LT1 < LT2 < LT3. In the language dynamics equation, the more similar two
languages are to each other, the easier it is for the population to flow out to
each other. In this case, G1 has two similar languages belonging to LT2, while
each of LT2 is similar to only one language, that is G1, and none of LT3 has any
similar language. Thus, LT1 is the easiest for the population to flow out. This
is because the highest proportion of the population speaking the most prevalent
language G1 in LT1 is less than that of LT2, and LT2 is less than LT3.

If w is smaller than a certain number, G1 becomes the most prevalent at any
initial distribution of population. Otherwise, one of the other languages might
supersede G1 depending on the initial condition. Here, we define a threshold wd

as the smallest number of input sentences in which a language other than G1

could become the most prevalent language. When α = 0, the threshold wd is 8.
We show in Fig. 6(b) a diagram of x̂ versus w at α = 0.12. The threshold

wd is boosted to 21, and none of LT2 reaches the enough population to become
the most prevalent language at w < 50. As was mentioned in Section 3.1, the in-
crease of the exposure rate makes the learning accuracy low. For the memoryless
learning algorithm, the learning accuracy, q, increases with the number of input
sentences, w. The increase of w keeps the same quality of learning accuracy in
response to α. Accordingly, wd increases along with the exposure rate α.

We suggested in Fig. 6 that the larger the exposure rate α was, the greater
the threshold wd was. It is expected when language learners are exposed to a
number of languages, one of the languages other than G1 may stand out as
long as the learners hear the proper quantity of language input. The minimum
quantity is wd in Fig. 6. However, human beings have an acquisition period in
which an appropriate grammar is estimated from their language input [8]. If the
possible number of input sentences to be heard during the acquisition period
was settled at a specific value, then we could draw a diagram concerned with
the influence of the exposure rate, α, on the proportion of the population who
speak the most prevalent language, x̂. We show an example of the diagram for
w = 30 in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. Influence of the exposure rate, α, on the population proportion of the most
prevalent language, x̂ (w = 30)
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We define αd as the highest value of the exposure rate at which one of the
languages other than G1 could become the most prevalent depending on the
initial distribution. When w = 30, αd � 0.128. It is easily conceivable that the
greater the number of the input sentences is, the larger the threshold αd is.

Thus far, we have observed the smallest number of input sentences for the
appearance of the most prevalent language other than G1, that is wd, at particu-
lar values of α. On the other hand, we saw the highest value of the exposure rate
for the appearance of the most prevalent language other than G1, that is αd,
at a particular number of input sentences. These two values have a functional
relationship as shown in Fig. 8. This figure represents the relationship between
w and α for the most prevalent language other than G1. The necessary number
of input sentences rapidly increases along with the exposure rate. Learners need
to receive 222 sentences at α = 0.13, though only 34 sentences at α = 0.129.
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Fig. 8. The relationship between two thresholds, αd and wd

This series of experiments shows that the communicative language may be
the most prevalent, regardless of the exposure rate α or the number of input
sentences w. We discuss the communicative language in the next section.

4 Discussion

4.1 Possibility of Language Change

In this paper, we consider the change of language as the transition of language
users. In other words, the change of language is a phenomenon that the propor-
tion of the population who speak a language at the stable generation exceeds
that of the most used language at the initial condition. Here, we discuss the
possibility of language change, based on the experimental result shown in Fig. 8.

The line in the diagram Fig. 8 can be recognized as a boundary between the
following two regions:

R1: All of the languages have a possibility of being predominant. The language
change hardly occurs.
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R2: Only the communicative language attracts a certain proportion of the pop-
ulation in any initial conditions. The language change is likely to occur.

Language learners developing under the condition of R1 hear enough lan-
guage input to acquire their parental languages with high learning accuracy.
One of the languages may predominate in the community, depending on the
initial distribution of the population. In most cases, the language used by most
speakers at the initial state tends to keep the predominance.

In the area of R2, the most populous language comes nothing but G1, al-
though the proportion of the population speaking G1 at the stable generation is
quite low in comparison with that of the most prevalent languages in R1. Even
if no one spoke G1 at the initial state, G1 eventually comes to be the most used
language. Because G1 definitely exceeds the other languages in population, it is
considered as the change of the predominant language.

4.2 Communicative Language and the Bioprogram Hypothesis

In Section 3.2, we assumed that there is a communicative language G1, which is
more similar to two particular languages than the others. Let us consider what
the language corresponds to in the real world. We suggest that it is considered as
a language that Bickerton [9] supposed in the Language Bioprogram Hypothesis.
Kegl et al. [10] briefly outline the features of the hypothesis as follows:

Bickerton [9] proposed the Language Bioprogram Hypothesis. This hy-
pothesis claims that a child exposed to nonoptimal or insufficient lan-
guage input, such as a pidgin, will fall back on an innate language ca-
pacity to flesh out the acquisition process, subsequently creating a cre-
ole. This is argued to account for the striking similarities among creoles
throughout the world.

Kegl et al. [10]

The communicative language has something in common with the biopro-
grammed language, the innate language in the passage above, with regard to the
condition of emergence. It appears when learners are exposed to other languages
so frequently that any dominant language does not appear, or when they are
not given sufficient language input. The communicative language would emerge
as a creole, since from the viewpoint of population dynamics, a creole is a lan-
guage which no one spoke at the initial state but comes to obtain a significant
population after generations [11].

If we recognize that the communicative language is consistent with the lan-
guage bioprogram hypothesis, does its reverse still keep true? Namely, are the
bioprogrammed languages in the real world such as creoles more communicative
with other languages than the others? We cannot examine in the real world
whether the creoles are more similar to some particular languages or not. In or-
der to answer the question, we further need to associate the languages given in
our experiments with actual languages. Namely, if we introduced to embed some
linguistic features into the equation, the creole which emerged in our experiments
could be compared with actual ones.
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4.3 Applicability of the Modified Language Dynamics Equation

Let us consider what further aspects of language could be modeled in our simu-
lation. In both the models of Komarova et al. [4] and ourselves, it is necessary to
introduce a method of representing the similarity of languages. If we take some
aspects of language in a real situation into the model, we need to abstract a sim-
ilarity measure from the target languages. In other words, these models could
be applied to whatever the underlying similarity of the target feature is calcu-
lated, and thus the model could be extended to investigate whether the emerging
creoles resembled each other, as predicted by the bioprogram hypothesis.

5 Conclusion

Contact between different language groups has been considered as one of the
main factors in language change. We modeled the language contact by introduc-
ing the exposure rate to the language dynamics equation proposed by Nowak et al.
[2]. The exposure rate is the rate of influence of languages other than the parental
one on language acquisition. We assess the accuracy of parental language acqui-
sition in the memoryless learning algorithm. The exposure to other languages
made it possible that the language learner refuted his presumed grammar even
though he once acquired his parental grammar. We revised a new transition
probability that changes in accordance with the distribution of users of each
language, which is a different feature from Nowak et al. [2].

As the experimental result showed, the emergence of a dominant language
depends not only on the similarities between languages but also on the amount
of contact between users of different languages. We compared our result with
Komarova et al. [4] in Section 3.1. First, when the similarity was uniform, we
found that the introduction of the exposure rate only reduced the accuracy of the
target language acquisition. And then, we confirmed that no dominant language
emerges when the exposure rate is sufficiently high.

In the next experiment in Section 3.2, we assumed that there is a special
language called the communicative language, the speakers of which are easier
to communicate with users of other languages, among the multiple language
communities. The result suggests the following conclusions. If language learners
hear enough language input to estimate their parental language, one of the lan-
guages other than the communicative language would be dominant. However,
when language learners are frequently exposed to a variety of languages, the
communicative language attracts a significant proportion of the population re-
gardless of the number of input sentences. This characteristic behavior suggests
that a bioprogrammed language as hypothesized by Bickerton [9] will develop.
The experimental result shown in Fig. 8 suggests that creole will emerge when
language learners are exposed to a variety of languages at a certain rate.

Overall, we observed that language change is affected by the interaction be-
tween multiple languages in a rather convincing way through our experiments.
Our contribution in this study can be of practical use in investigations into the
relationship between the environment of language learning and language change.
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